
We observe all legislation and government requi-

rements, including the European Directive 93/42/

EEC on medical devices. We are certified accor-

ding to EN/ISO 13485, and all our products are 

CE-marked.

Designed to ensure 

optimum working 

conditions for the 

staff and maximum 
comfort for the user

SCAN AND  

X-RAY COUCHES
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2-part scan and x-ray couch  
on columns

The best conditions for x-ray or scanning jobs. We have 

created a couch that meets all requirements for staff and 

patients. Optimal space for scanning / fluoroscopy over 

and under the bed surface.

The lifting columns are placed at the ends, a frame near 

to the floor. Easy to access with fold away bed guards, 

folded up underneath the lying surface. The couch has 

central brakes. Friendly couch with rounded edges and 

lying surface in compact laminate. Detachable head/foot 

boards. Back adjustment. Trendelenburg and anti-Tren-

delenburg function.

2-part scan and x-ray couch on columns

Product no.: SØ-30000

Scan and x-ray couch  
on columns

For x-ray or scanning jobs. A couch that meets all requi-

rements for staff and patients. Optimal work space for 

scanning / fluoroscopy over and under the bed surface.

The lifting columns are placed at the ends, frame near 

to the floor and is easy to access. The couch has bra-

ke wheels. Friendly couch with rounded edges and ly-

ing surface in compact laminate. Detachable head/foot 

boards. Trendelenburg and anti-Trendelenburg function.

Scan and x-ray couch on columns

Product no.: SØ-100-04
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Scan and x-ray couch with  
full horizontal movable  
couch surface

The best conditions for x-ray or scanning jobs. We have 

created a couch that meets all requirements for staff and 

patients. Optimal space for scanning / fluoroscopy over 

and under the bed surface.

With motorized couch surface which can be positioned 

in the horizontal plane by the hand control.

The lifting columns are placed at the ends, a frame near 

to the floor and is easy to access. The couch has central 

brakes. Rounded edges and lying surface in compact la-

minate. Detachable head/foot boards. Back adjustment. 

Trendelenburg and anti-Trendelenburg function.

Scan and x-ray couch with full horizontal  

movable couch surface

Product no.: SØ100



WE HELP  
YOU MAKE A  
DIFFERENCE

Rehab-Care develops, manufactures, services and re-

pairs high-quality equipment and aids for the nursing 

and health sectors – e.g. hospitals, medical clinics and 

nursing homes.

At Rehab-Care the user’s demands and needs are al-

ways in focus in the development and production of 

equipment and aids for hospitals, clinics and the nursing 

sector.

All Rehab-Care products are designed to ensure opti-

mum working conditions for the staff and maximum 

comfort for the user.

We have detailed knowledge of all models, and we can 

customize our products to suit functional as well as 

aesthetic needs.

Our products need to be practical and functional, but we 

want them to look great too. If you have special wishes 

for e.g. upholstery colour, etc., we will customize it to 

suit your wishes and needs.

Your daily life should not be disrupted by long periods of 

interruption. We therefore service equipment on a day-

to-day basis. We offer this service for both our own and 

third-party products.

All our prototypes are tested in co-operation with the 

Danish Technological Institute and other external con-

sultants.

See all our products at rehabcare.dk


